
10 ways to decrease pain naturally 
 

1. Increase Anti-inflammatory Foods 
Anti-Inflammatory foods such as turmeric, salmon, vegetables and low sugar fruits can be 
really beneficial to add in to your diet if you suffer with long lasting pain or continued 
niggles and flare ups. 
 
Add Turmeric to spaghetti bolognaise, Asian dishes, Indian dishes, soups and salad dressings 
or make a yummy turmeric late (my personal fav!). Use approximately 1 teaspoon per 
person and a maximum of 5 teaspoons per person per day over all your meals. There is 
about 200mcg of the active ingredient in each teaspoon and at the moment the maximum 
recommended dose is 500-1000mcg per person per day. Be aware turmeric has quite a 
strong flavour so make sure you use other spices and flavours to balance it out and perhaps 
start with a less is more philosophy until you build up your taste buds! 
 
Salmon (or algae for vegans) and other fishes high in omega 3s have a really great anti-
inflammatory effect. Try to consume about 3 times per week. Be aware that the Salmon we 
get in Australia is often farmed and therefore may be not as rich in omega 3 if they were 
feed grains rather than their usual free range diet. If you struggle with the taste or you are 
vegan or vegetarian where fish is not an option for you please scroll down to the 
supplements section of this guide. 
 
Vegetables & low sugar fruits are high in antioxidants which have a anti-inflammatory effect 
on our bodies. Try lots of leafy green type vegetables and try to keep high starch vegetables 
such as potato to a minimum or as a treat. Low sugar fruits generally include most berries 
and smaller portions of apple or citrus. Make sure you eat all the fruit to benefit from the 
fullness effect of the fibre. Fruit and vegetable juices are not all they’re cracked up to be, 
unfortunately as they as super delicious! The other benefit of increasing vegetables and 
fruits in your diet is that you won’t have as much of an appetite for other pro-inflammatory 
foods as mentioned later on in this document. 
 

2. Heat Pack 
A Heat pack, a hot shower, a hot face washer – sometimes there is nothing more soothing 
than heat on a painful area. Unless you have sprained your ankle or you think there is 
localised inflammation present, go nuts with your choice of heat on and off throughout the 
day. About 20 minutes at any one time is enough and avoids the risk of burning. If you are 
older or have any sensory loss, ask someone else to check the temperature for you or again, 
you may risk a burn which will not help at all! The research shows that moist heat generally 
works better than dry heat but any sensory change will do the trick. It works by relaxing 
your nervous system and sending different signals through your nervous system that 
override the pain and contraction feedback loop, we really don’t give our bodies enough 
credit! 
 

3. Ice Pack 
If in doubt, go the ice pack. If you are not sure if there is inflammation and therefore not 
sure if you need heat or ice, always go ice. After 5-10 minutes of ice the body will vasodilate 
causing a flush of fresh blood to the area just like heat would achieve. The other popular 



method is to switch between ice and heat, about 5 minutes of ice to 20 minutes of heat, 
repeat 3 times should do the trick. Again if you have any sensation loss ask someone else for 
help, ice can burn too, in fact sometimes worse than heat! When you ice it usually starts 
with a cold feeling, then it goes to a ache, then a burn sensation (you’re not actually 
burning), then it will go numb. Usually this will take about 5 minutes. I tend to go for ice 
water rather than straight up ice, I find it much safer. If you are using a ice pack, make sure 
you have cloth such as a tea towel between yourself and the ice or put it on the outside of 
your clothes. 
 

4. Essential Oils/Soothing Gels 
Essential oils such as wintergreen, peppermint, lavender, frankincense and eucalyptus can 
have a double edged benefit. When applied to the area they can change the sensation 
which does the same thing to the nervous system as ice and heat in regards to helping 
override the nervous system’s paid and contraction feedback loop. The other benefit is 
some oils have been shown to enter the blood stream and have an effect from the inside 
out – I think that’s pretty awesome. Why not tap in to effects beyond the surface! 
 
Soothing gels with a menthol base can feel really nice too. Sometimes you can get blends 
that feel like heat such as tiger balm or like cold such as a ice gel. Most of them have similar 
ingredients it’s just the container that tells your brain whether to experience hot or cold. A 
fun little experiment is to have someone else put some on a small area without you knowing 
whether it’s meant to be heating or cooling you and see which sensation you experience, 
you know instead of that board game you were about to play with the family! I’ve always 
been a bit of a geek when it comes to science, I love that kind of stuff! That’s probably why I 
became a Myotherapist! 
 

5. Decrease Inflammatory Foods 
Sugary & high fructose corn syrup, excessive alcohol, trans fats, processed meat, soy and 
vegetable oil, processed snack foods and refined carbohydrates are good to cut down or 
eliminate. Switch to natural sweetness of fruit or use stevia; switch to fun mocktail creations 
or some soda water with a twist of lime as a refreshing alternative to alcohol; have whole 
proteins such as chicken breast rather than processed chicken slices from the deli; switch to 
olive oil for salads and coconut oil for cooking and stop buying processed snack foods and 
refined carbohydrates. If you’re time poor simply switch to fruit, cut up vegies and nuts & 
seeds as your snack options. 
Some of these will naturally reduce in your diet if you’re trying to increase the anti-
inflammatory foods, others might take some concentrated effort. I would suggest choosing 
one thing to eliminate at a time. Start with the one you think will be your biggest challenge 
– if you can knock that off, the rest will seem easy! For support consider joining the 
“Waverley Myotherapy Support Group” on Facebook. 
 

6. Self-Myofascial Release 
Foam rollers, spiky balls, lacrosse balls, body back buddies, bak balls, mobility sticks and 
more! There are no shortage of tools to help you with self-myofascial release. Once you 
have your favourite tool, get some professional advice on what areas you should focus on 
for maximum results. If you’ve already had treatment it’s probably going to be the areas 
they worked on the most. The areas we most suggest in the clinic are the quads and hip 



flexors, the glutes, the calves and the pecs. Go to our blog, Instagram or facebook for some 
‘how to’ ideas. 
 

7. Supplements 
Before we talk supps, please note, supplements are not a good replacement for a poor diet. 
You need the good diet first, followed by the supporting supplements specific to your needs. 
I always recommend getting professional advice from a functional practitioner or 
nutritionist before adding supplements to your regime. One reason - you could be 
completely wasting your money with things you don’t need and second reason - you could 
be overloading your system or throwing other things out of sync by taking too many things 
or the wrong things.  
Your nutritionist may recommend things like an anti-inflammatory supplement such as bio 
curcumin (the active ingredient in turmeric), a mineral powder or tablet high in magnesium, 
b vitamins for energy, vitamin D, iron or a simple multi-vitamin. They will usually order some 
blood and urine tests to confirm their suspicions on what you might be lacking. 
If you are deficient in some of these nutrients, they could be a part of why your body is in a 
state of inflammation or pain ,or why it’s having trouble repairing. If you need local 
recommendations, I would suggest joining our facebook support group. 
 

8. Strength Train Safely 
Getting moving is hands down one of the best and most highly researched things we know 
you can do to reduce pain naturally. If you have a current ailment we want to make sure you 
are exercising safely. Getting on to a good exercise physiologist, physiotherapist or coming 
and training with us at Waverley Myotherapy is a good first step if you’re unsure. If you 
already have a set up or want to use your gym, my advice is to start with low or no weight 
on any movements that are problematic and build up slowly. All other areas you can 
continue to push yourself to get all those lovely feel good and pain reducing hormones 
releasing. The pain you get after exercise is also good at overcoming any poor nervous 
system messages. It tells your brain and nervous system that movement is safe, that you are 
safe and that it is okay to dial back the protective spasms going on. 
 

9. Use Appropriate Support Aids 
The use of splints, taping, crutches and orthotics is absolutely necessary in some cases. 
Usually short term use is best so the body doesn’t become reliant on them but in some 
cases they are needed longer term. Some common ones we use in the clinic are a special 
type of orthotic that returns your foot to how it should be, kinesiology tape for retraining 
and to stop joints and muscles moving to end range, night splints for carpel tunnel, elbow 
braces for tennis elbow or golfers elbow and compression bandages for sprained ankles. If 
you are unsure what you need, come get some professional advice. 
 

10. Get plenty of sleep 
Sleep is key in getting good mental and physical repair. The most important hours are 
between 10pm and 2am as research has shown that is when we get the best quality mental 
and physical repair. Some people sleep a lot but aren’t getting in to a good deep sleep and 
others suffer from different types of insomnia. Sorting any sleep issues out can be a major 
player in reducing pain naturally. 


